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How can I protect my 
family financially if I die?
Nobody wants to think about the worst happening, but death is a fact of 
life and it’s a good idea to have a plan in place to protect your loved ones 
financially in the event of your death. 

If you die prematurely this could have serious implications for your 
family; it could mean a significant and sudden reduction in their financial 
wellbeing as:

• Your earned income will stop.

• Loans may become repayable.

• Inheritance Tax could arise for your dependants, depending on
what and how much they inherit from you.

While social welfare benefits payable on your death, such as the widows/
widowers/surviving civil partner’s pension may replace part of your 
earned income, the benefits they provide are low and are designed to 
cover only the basic necessities of life. 

By taking out a life insurance policy you can ensure that in the case of 
your premature death, your family will be on a firm financial footing. 
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What is life insurance?
A life insurance policy provides money for your dependants when you 
die. As with any financial product, there are a number of things to 
consider before choosing a life insurance policy:

If your children are young, you may need more cover than if you have 
older children, as younger children will be dependant for a longer 
period of time. Essentially, you need to think about buying enough 
insurance to:

• Provide an income for your family for as long as they need it.

• Clear any loans or mortgage you may have (note: you may already
have mortgage protection insurance to cover your mortgage
repayments).

• Ensure there is money to cover larger costs that may arise in the
future, i.e. third level education costs for your children.

Do bear in mind that you may not need life insurance or you may need 
less cover if:

• You don’t have any dependants or your family is grown up and
financially independent.

• You have sufficient death-in-service benefits through your job or
pension plan.

• You have enough money or you have investments that could provide
a sufficient income for your dependants to live on if you died.

• Your partner earns enough money to support themselves and any
dependants.
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What is mortgage 
protection?
If you have a mortgage on your family home, you are legally required 
(with some exceptions) to have life insurance cover to pay off the 
mortgage should you die before the end of the mortgage term. This is 
called mortgage protection cover.

Most lenders offer this cover as part of their home loan package. 
However you are not obliged to take their cover. You can arrange such 
cover yourself and there are many advantages in doing so:

• With help from Wealthwise Financial Planning you can search the
market for the most competitive mortgage protection policy cover
available (lenders typically use just one insurer for their mortgage
protection cover).

• You own the cover yourself so if you move to a different lender, you
can take the cover with you. Lender’s mortgage protection cover, on
the other hand, ceases when you move your mortgage to a different
lender and you would then have to take out fresh cover.

Note: You do not have to take out mortgage protection insurance if: 
you are aged over 50; the mortgage is not on your principal private 
residence; you cannot get the insurance or can only get it at a much 
higher premium than normal. These are exemptions to the legal 
requirement to have mortgage protection life cover in place. However, 
your lender may still specify mortgage protection life cover as a 
condition of the loan offer even if these exemptions apply to you.

What are the different types 
of  life insurance policies?
With life insurance, you have a number of options: you can arrange cover for a 
limited period, called ‘term life insurance’ or cover to last throughout your life, 
called ‘whole of life’ cover. You can also opt for a ‘joint policy’ or ‘dual-life policy’ 
with your spouse/long-term partner or joint borrower. There are also a number 
of optional extras you could add to your policy, including: conversion, indexation 
and income benefit.

Term life insurance: Life insurance policies pay a lump sum to your named 
beneficiary or your estate if you die during the term of the policy. Term life 
insurance is the most straightforward and one of the most affordable forms of life 
insurance. For example: you might take out a term life insurance policy on your 
own life for €100,000 over 10 years. If you die within 10 years (the term), the 
policy pays out €100,000 to your dependants. If you don’t die within the term of 
the policy, no benefit is paid out and the policy ends.

Whole of life insurance: Whole of life insurance guarantees the payout of a 
lump sum whenever the policyholder dies, so long as the required monthly 
premiums are maintained. Premiums for whole of life cover are more expensive 
than ‘term life insurance’ as the cover can potentially run for the whole of your 
life.

With whole of life cover, some of your monthly premiums may be invested by the 
insurer into investment funds. This exposes you to the risk of your premiums 
increasing. Some companies offer guaranteed whole of life rates. This means the 
premium will not increase for the same level of cover throughout your life and the 
policy and life cover will remain in force as long as you pay the premium.

Joint Policy/Dual Life Policy: If you are in a relationship and have young 
children, it may be worthwhile considering a joint life policy. This covers two 
people on the same policy and could pay out a lump sum when the first of you die 
(a joint life policy) or a separate lump sum  on the death of each of you (a dual life 
policy).
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Conversion: If you add a conversion option to a term assurance policy you can
renew or extend the term of your policy at a future time for a cost appropriate to
your age and the terms offered by the company at the time, regardless of your
state of health at that time. This protects you in case your health deteriorates
and you can’t get cover in the future. Make sure you talk to your Financial Broker
about the terms of conversion - when can conversion be exercised and are there 
restrictions on the options you can select on conversion?

Indexation: This allows you to guard against inflation eroding the real value of 
your cover over time. Premiums and cover increase annually at your policy 
anniversary date. Pay attention to the rate of increase in premium versus the rate 
of increase in cover. Some policies have a cheaper premium to begin with but have 
a higher rate of increase in premium over time. 

Income Benefit: You may prefer to have a benefit paid as an income to your 
family rather than a lump sum (or in addition to a lump sum). This may be 
appropriate if you have a young family and need to provide for their day-to-day 
expenses until your children reach maturity. 

At Wealthwise Financial Planning we can an advise you on all of the options and 
their costs to help you to select the most suitable plan for you and your family
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How much does life 
insurance cover cost?
Your monthly life insurance premiums will depend on a number of 
factors:

• How old you are when you take out the cover

• How long you want the cover

• The level of cover you want, and whether you want this cover to
increase annually, say at 3% per year.

• Your general health

• Whether you smoke or not (smokers will be charged more than
non-smokers for the same cover)

• What additional benefits and options you want to add on

Remember: Extra benefits may be added to a basic term policy for an 
extra cost. Some of these benefits could include: serious illness cover, 
where you could make a claim if you were diagnosed with one of the 
serious illnesses covered; index-linking, where your cover increases in 
line with inflation each year; and a conversion option, which allows you to 
convert your policy into a new policy before the end of the term without 
having to prove your good health.



What are the medical 
obligations of taking out a 
life insurance policy?
Insurance companies will not usually request you take a medical examination 
unless you have a history of illness, you are over a certain age or you are 
applying for a large amount of cover on a life insurance policy.

Note: Life Insurance policies will generally not pay out if your death is caused 
by a medical condition that you were aware of when you first applied for cover 
and did not disclose to the insurer before your policy started. 

You must fill out the application form correctly, disclosing all material facts 
about your health and circumstances. A material fact is one that is likely to 
influence the acceptance or pricing of the cover by an underwriter. If you fail to 
disclose a key fact you could render the policy void and the life cover would not 
be paid on your death. If in any doubt, disclose the fact. At Wealthwise 
Financial Planning we are experienced in completing these application forms 
and will be on hand to assist you with any queries.
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What are the tax 
implications of life 
insurance for my family?
Although life insurance benefit is paid out as a tax-free lump sum, whoever 
inherits the money after your death, depending on their relationship to you, 
may have to pay inheritance tax. The amount of tax they pay depends on how 
much they inherit; their relationship to you; other gifts and inheritances they 
may already have received and Revenue rules at the time of your death. 

There is no inheritance tax on sums received from spouses/civil partners; 
your life cover benefit will be paid tax free if the beneficiary is your wife/
husband/civil partner. For couples outside spousal/civil partnership 
relationships, it may make sense to arrange cover so that one partner owns 
(and pays) for the cover on the other. This ensures cover is paid to the 
intended party tax free. At Wealthwise Financial Planning we can give you 
further advice on this option if applicable. 

Inheritance Tax currently applies at 33% if your child inherits more than 
€335,000 from you or your spouse/civil partner. You can arrange life 
insurance cover to pay this anticipated Inheritance Tax liability to ensure that 
your child will be able to take their entire inheritance tax free. This is called 
Section 72 Life Cover

Can I claim tax relief on my 
life insurance premiums?
Income tax relief is not generally available on life insurance premiums. 
However if you’re self employed or working for an employer who does not 
include you in a pension scheme for retirement benefits, you can arrange life 
insurance cover payable to your estate and the premiums may qualify for 
income tax relief at marginal rate, within certain Revenue limits. This type of 
cover cannot be assigned to a lender; the proceeds on death must be paid to 
your estate.
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How would the sudden onset 
of a serious illness impact my 
financial wellbeing?
If you were to be suddenly affected by a serious illness like cancer or a stroke, 
this would have a significant bearing on your ability to maintain your lifestyle and 
provide for your dependants. 

Serious illness may affect your ability to work at all or you may have to reduce
your work hours significantly, leading to a substantial drop in income. This drop in 
income could in turn impact on your ability to continue meeting your day to day 
expenses and overheads, such as mortgage and other loan repayments.

If you are an employee and pay PRSI, the social welfare Illness Benefit or Invalidity 
Pension may replace part of this lost income. However, the benefits are low and if 
you are self-employed you are not covered for these benefits at all.

A specified illness policy could offer you financial stability if you were to experience a 
sharp drop in income due to a serious illness. 
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What is specified illness 
cover?
Specified illness cover pays you a tax-free lump sum if you are diagnosed 
with a specific illness covered by your policy. This lump sum can be used to 
pay living expenses, your mortgage, short-term debt and your medical 
expenses, if necessary. On the diagnosis of certain illnesses covered in your 
policy the full capital sum insured is payable and for other, less serious 
illnesses, part of the capital sum is payable.

Specified illness cover can also be called ‘critical illness cover’ and ‘serious 
illness cover’. Though it is often sold as an optional extra on a life insurance 
or mortgage protection policy, it can also be sold as an insurance policy on 
its own.

Every insurance company is different and will cover different illnesses. The 
precise definitions of each illness that qualifies for a payout will also likely 
differ, as will decisions on whether the full or partial sum insured is payable 
on a confirmed medical diagnosis of that illness. 

Surgery Benefit: Some specified illness policies pay out a certain amount 
if you are diagnosed as requiring certain serious surgery such as coronary 
artery bypass, graft or heart-valve replacement or repair surgery. This 
immediate payment can help you to get immediate medical care and give 
you more options about when and where to have the surgery carried out.

Children’s Cover: Some specified illness policies also cover your children 
for a limited amount, such as €15,000, should they be unfortunate enough 
to suffer from certain serious illness covered by the policy.

Restricted Cover: Currently on the market there is the option of cancer-
only cover, which may be suitable for you for a number of reasons: the 
specified cover is what you are looking for and you are not interested in 
protection against other illnesses; the cost will generally be cheaper than 
more comprehensive cover; and you may have a pre-existing medical 
condition which means you cannot get comprehensive cover but the 
specialised cover may still be open to you. 
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Source: A major life company operating in the Irish market.

Because of the many differences between policies from various insurance 
companies, specified illness cover can be a confusing product to 
understand. At Wealthwise Financial Planning we will explain it in easy-to-
understand language and will outline the nature of the cover and what 
benefits are payable under different circumstances.

What are the key causes 
of specified illness claims
Analysis of Specified Illness cover payments annually

Malignant cancer

Heart conditions
(diagnosed)

MS

Other

Loss of Independance

Stroke
(permanent symtoms)63%

19%

3%

7%
1% 7%
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What’s the difference 
between income 
protection and specified 
illness cover?
Income protection cover can protect part of your earned income if you are 
off work due to illness or disability for a prolonged period. However, it may 
not fully financially protect you for a number of reasons:

• Unlike specified illness cover, income protection pays a regular taxable
income, not a tax-free lump sum. This regular income is only payable as
long as you are considered unfit to work. You may need access to a
capital sum to deal with the financial consequences of a sudden serious
illness.

• You have to be off work sick for a prolonged period, such as three or six
months, before income protection cover starts to pay out.

• You can only get income protection cover if you’re working and earning
an income.

• Income protection cover will only insure part of your lost earned
income (typically it is limited to three quarters of your annual income).

• You may not be able to get income protection cover if you work in
certain occupations.

• You could suffer certain illness such as a heart attack or have to undergo
a heart by-pass operation, which can give rise to significant medical
expenses and other outlays, but which may not leave you out of work
sick long enough to claim income protection cover.



How much will specified 
illness cover cost me?
The monthly cost of a specified illness policy will depend on a number of 
factors:

• How old you are when you take out the cover

• How long you want the cover, i.e. the term of the policy

• The level of cover you want, and whether you want this cover to
increase annually

• Your general health

• Whether you smoke or not; smokers will be charged more than non
smokers for the same cover

• Whether you want the serious illness cover on its own or added to a
life insurance policy

Can I add specified illness 
cover to my life 
insurance cover?
You can take out specified illness cover on its own or as an addition to life 
insurance cover. For example, you can arrange for your life insurance cover 
to be paid early if you are diagnosed as suffering from any of the illnesses 
covered by the policy. In this case, the cover is paid once only, either on 
serious illness or on death. Alternatively you could arrange the serious illness 
cover to be paid in addition to your life assurance cover. This latter option is 
more expensive.
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